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Balance
Low step-through bike



The Balance low step-through bike

For whom?

Thanks to its unique frame construction and the unique motor system, the Van 
Raam Balance low step-through bike is the safest (electric) two-wheel bike 
available. 

With this bike, you can always keep both feet on the ground without getting off 
the saddle. The Balance has many unique riding characteristics and is very sui-
table for people who cannot cycle on a traditional two-wheel bike.

The Balance bike with low step-through is suitable for people who cannot (or no 
longer want to) cycle on a two-wheel bike and are looking for a more stable and 
safer feeling while cycling.

Benefits of the Balance
You can always reach the ground with two feet while you remain seated
Forward pedaling movement, the power in your legs is better used

Extra comfortable cycling due to the wide balloon tires
Ergonomic sitting position relieves pressure on wrists, neck and shoulders

You can start cycling from a stable standing position

If you are on the bike and need to stop quickly, you can  
immediately put your feet on the ground, which gives a safe feeling.

Characteristics renewed Balance
Even wider and lower step-through making it easier to get on- and off the bike
Lock is more accessible due to its placement at the rear wheel

New fresh design with a modern look and new colours
The new injection-moulded chain guard is even sturdier








More information? Scan the QR-code

Options for the Balance Technical specifications

Do you want more information 
about the Balance? Then please 
contact Van Raam.

Scan the QR code with 
your smartphone and 
get forwarded directly 
to the Balance’s product 
page.

With the many options, such as the 
mirror or stick holder, the bike can 
be customised to your needs.

It is also possible to choose pedal 
support. You will then receive your 
Balance as an electric bike with the 
Van Raam electric system.

Frame height1 (cm):
Entry height (cm):
Bike weight2 (kg):
Max. weight luggage carrier (kg): 
Bike length (cm):
Bike width (cm):
Average range3 (km):
Max. user weigh (kg):
Inner leg length1 (cm):
1: Adjustable  
2: Without the electrical system 
3: With default battery
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+31 (0)315 - 25 73 70      
info@vanraam.com     
www.vanraam.com

Take a free 
test rider at 
Van Raam


